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Visit us at the G2E booth #544 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At this year’s G2E Atronic will feature its largest ever depth of products and new game 
themes anchored around the booth theme of Atlantica.  Atronic’s product range includes 
Atronic’s first tower box game, Sphinx Magic, the Titan carousel, and the revolutionary e-
motion cabinet, and is supplemented with a host of new game themes on the Cashline 
platform.   
 
Atronic will feature several new products developed to meet the specific needs of its customers.  
SPHINX MAGIC, Atronic’s first tower box game, was designed to attract a high level of play with 
its stunning display, featuring “magic bonus cards” and the multi-level Magic Jackpot and 
Jackpot displays.  In addition to captivating graphics, high hit frequency, striking sounds, 
and the globally successful Sphinx brand, Sphinx Magic offers players the unique 
opportunity to determine how the game will play and pay.  The TITAN CAROUSEL, an 
Atlantica-themed bank of progressed Titan machines, creates a unique and exciting 
environment, enhanced by its giant stature and eye-catching jackpot meters.   Atronic will also 
present CAMELOT, a new 3-reel novelty game designed for the Nevada market. 
 
Atronic will show a host of entertaining and exciting new Cashline games as well as 
successful, approved programs in a variety of configurations.   ATLANTICA is our 
featured game, and it’s luxurious, underwater theme and interactive bonus events are 
sure to be a show stealer.  The Atlantica games will feature a spectacular deluxe topper 
to complete the themed package.  Atronic will feature the additional new game themes 
CLOWNING AROUND, I.C. CASH, BEACH PATROL, WAVE WATCHERS, DREAM 
MAKER, THE SIGN OF ZODIAC, and GHOST HUNTER.  The new game themes will 
also be shown in the AST, Atronic’s innovative slant top, and the TITAN, the world’s first 
fully functional oversized video slot.   
 
In addition, we will present our most successful approved programs including 
BABOOSHKA, SPHINX II, TYPHOON LAGOON, and BEETLEMANIA.   These games 
will be shown in a variety of configurations including high denomination and progressed 
versions, demonstrating Atronic’s commitment to providing the widest variety of options 
to its customers. 
 

Atronic Americas LLC 
15500 Greenway-Hayden Loop, Ste #1 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 USA 
480-922-0707 / 800-864-7670 
www.Atronic.com 

Contacts: 
Marketing Manager - Katie Davis 480-609-5867 
Trade Show Coord. - Kim Huenecke 480-609-5868 
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We will feature a merchandising bank where customers can see the latest ways to 
merchandise Atronic games on their casino floor.  The bank features multiple 
configurable packages for maximum flexibility, and includes a sign with meter, end cap 
light box, chairs, and adaptable bases with cove lighting.  Atronic’s SLOTWARE 
program, a virtual reality tool for configuring machines, will be demonstrated with real 
time adjustments in the bank.  As always, we aim to offer the most flexible product 
packages as well as merchandising and promotion tools to our customers. 
 
Atronic will offer customers new solutions in gaming technology.  The games presented 
at the G2E demonstrate Atronic’s dedication to offering the latest technological solutions 
to customers, and feature tokenization, TITO with Seiko and Ithaca printers, new JCM 
bill validator options and universal system compatibility.   We will feature cashless 
games as an further option for our customers.  In addition, we will introduce the 
ATRONIC PROGRESSIVE LINK, which allows operators to link Atronic games via our 
standard game software, saving the costly purchase of a Mikohn Supercontroller.   
 
At the G2E Atronic will unveil it’s highly anticipated, revolutionary new platform 
HI(!)BILITY and new cabinet E-MOTION, an inspiring mix of the technology of the future 
combined with a self-merchandising, environment-creating package designed to enchant 
both existing and next generation players.  HI(!)BILITY is ready to meet the current and 
imminent needs of operators with its future-thinking technology, and features remote 
game configurations, game download, fast game updates, and a high security operating 
system.  HI(!)BILITY’S technological innovations, combined with the new cabinet E-
MOTION’S eye-catching frame lights, ergonomic and height adjustable playfield, and 
breathtaking design, create a richer environment on the casino floor. 
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Sphinx Magic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sphinx Magic features a stunning tower box package, a multi-level progressive designed to hit 
often, and the highly recognizable, proven successful theme of Sphinx.   
 
Unique features provide multiple chances to trigger the jackpot for more excitement on the 
casino floor.  Players playing "win two ways" are eligible for the MAGIC JACKPOT, displayed on 
the top of the tower box.   Players may also play "win one way" and still be eligible to win the 
JACKPOT, displayed below the Magic Jackpot.  Both jackpots may be won in the base game or 
tower box feature.   
 
Sphinx Magic features a high hit frequency for greater player enjoyment and longer time on 
device.   Playing "win two ways" adds to the excitement by further increasing the hit frequency.  
3 or more Tut & Coin symbols on an active payline trigger the SPHINX MAGIC FEATURE which 
takes place in the unique MAGIC BONUS CARDS on the tower box.  When the feature is 
triggered, the cards begin to spin, showing all the possible win amounts.  The player pushes the 
spin button to start the Magic Light, which will stop randomly on one of the 5 card units.  The 
credit amount on the card is awarded, and the player starts the Magic Light to spin a new win 
amount on that card.   The card will spin again to either a Magic Bonus Card or collect card.  If a 
Magic Bonus Card is spun, the game continues and the player may start the Magic Light again 
to select a new card unit for further wins and the chance to win the jackpot/Magic Jackpot.  5 
Magic Bonus Cards trigger the Jackpot (in playing "win one way") or Magic Jackpot (if playing 
"win two ways").  A collect card ends the feature. 
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Atlantica 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Experience the mystery of the lost world of Atlantis! 
Atlantica will take your players away to a land of lost riches, beautiful mermaids, and magical 
creatures.  The Mermaid guides players in the land of Atlantica, where mysterious symbols such 
as Neptune and Poseidon captivate players as they win.  All wins are paid left to right, and the 
Mermaid is wild and substitutes for all symbols except Golden Hands.  3 or more Moon symbols 
pay scatter wins.  The OCTOPUS FEATURE adds excitement to Atlantica by “grabbing” nearby 
symbols for extra wins.    
3 or more Golden Hands anywhere on an active payline trigger the Mermaid’s Bonus.  The 
player is taken to the Mermaid’s Hall, which is 4, 5 or 6 chambers away from the treasury.  
There are 3 doors in the hall, with a hidden amount behind each door.  The Mermaid tells the 
player the 3 win amounts behind the doors (in an arbitrary order).  The player chooses one door 
to reveal a win of credits, a dolphin (doubles the prize), Neptune (takes the player to the 
treasury), or a collect (ends the feature).  Wins are collected and the player moves to the next 
hall to collect further wins and try to get to the treasury.  If the treasury is reached, an additional 
bonus win is awarded.  Occasionally, the Mermaid gives hints (“behind the door is [picture of 
dolphin]”) to help the player achieve bigger wins. 
 
 
Clowning Around 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clowning Around brings the fun of the circus to an interactive and entertaining slot!  
Clowning Around features a fun, circus theme with animated characters including the 
Ringmaster, Clown, Lucy, Lion, and Rabbit.  3 or more scattered Clown symbols trigger the 
CLOWN BONUS.  Each of the Clown symbols jumps to life, and the player may select one (or 
more if there are multiple triggers) to reveal a bonus win.  3 or more Circus Tent symbols on an 
active payline trigger the CLOWN COMPETITION BONUS where the player and machine 
compete to build the tallest clown.  “Magic points” add to the excitement of the competition by 
allowing players to add to the height of their clown with the “mystery grow” or to exchange their 
clown with the machine’s for a bigger bonus win. 
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I.C. Cash 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cool cash with a fresh cast of characters! 
I.C. Cash offers everyone’s favorite Arctic characters in a fun game with 2 unique bonus events.   
Enrico Penguini (“Tenor”) is wild and substitutes for all symbols except Iceberg.   4 or more 
scattered Fishing Penguins trigger the FISHING FEATURE, where players may select Fishing 
Penguins to fish for credits.  3 or more Icebergs on an active payline trigger the SUPER POLE 
BONUS, where the player is prompted to select his favorite character (ENRICO PENGUINI, 
JOHN BAMBO (US Navy “Seal”), HASTA LA VISTA (“Hero Bear”), LONG TOOTH SILVER (“Tin 
Opener” walrus), and “UNBELIEVEBLE CUTE BEAR GIRL”) to race.  Then the player selects 
the track (easy, medium, hard), and the choice makes a difference!  The easy track has lots of 
small wins, and the hard track has fewer wins but with higher amounts.  The selected racer 
speeds down the track in hopes of reaching Frosty Island at the end.  If the racer lands on an 
obstacle the credit amount displayed on that obstacle is awarded.  If the racer makes it to Frosty 
Island, extra bonus credits are awarded.  The player may choose one racing track for every line 
that triggered the bonus.   
 
 
Wave Watchers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wave Watchers will captivate you! 
Wave Watchers features a tropical theme and a fun cast of characters. 3 or more Buoy symbols 
pay scatter wins, and the scattered wild Lifeboat keeps the game entertaining by substituting at 
once for all symbols on that reel.   3 or more scattered Palm Tree symbols triggers the BEACH 
BONUS, showing a picture screen and shells on the beach.  Each of the shells corresponds with 
a random section of the picture screen.  The player selects shells to reveal CREDITS OR 
MULTIPLIERS on the corresponding section of the screen.  Each selected section of the screen 
also reveals a new part of the beach picture.  Special features within the feature add to the fun 
by opening further sections of the screens automatically for more wins.    
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Beach Patrol 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beach Patrol is a “shore” winner! 
Beach Patrol features a tropical theme and a fun cast of characters. 3 or more Buoy symbols 
pay scatter wins, and the scattered wild Lifeboat keeps the game entertaining by substituting at 
once for all symbols on that reel.   3 or more scattered Palm Tree symbols triggers the BEACH 
BONUS, showing a picture screen and shells on the beach.  Each of the shells corresponds with 
a random section of the picture screen.  The player selects shells to reveal FREE GAMES OR 
MULTIPLIERS on the corresponding section of the screen.  Each selected section of the screen 
also reveals a new part of the beach picture.  Special features within the feature add to the fun 
by opening further sections of the screens automatically for more wins.    
 
 
 
Ghost Hunter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ghost Hunter’s adorable ghosts and funny features won’t leave you “haunted”!  
Funny characters including the Joker ghost, Baby ghost, King ghost, Eyes and Lips, combined 
with a high hit frequency and fun bonus events, make Ghost Hunter a guaranteed hit.  All wins 
pay left to right, and four-of-a-kind wins also pay right to left.  The Joker ghost substitutes for 
Baby ghost and King ghost.  3 Bonus Eyes symbols anywhere on reels 1, 3 and 5 trigger the 
GHOST HUNTER BONUS, where the Ghost Hunter (Baby Ghost) competes with the player to 
catch the most ghosts (the rewards for ghosts collected by the player are doubled).  A “collect” 
ghost ends the feature, and the rewards for the ghosts collected by the player (doubled) and 
ghosts collected by the Ghost Hunter are combined for the total bonus win.  3 or more Picture 
symbols on an active payline trigger the SAFE BONUS, where the player may create his own 
bonus amount by placing the numbers selected by the spinner in the digits below the safe.  If 
the spinner lands on the handle of the safe, the Baby ghost will change or move one of the 
numbers in the digits below for an even bigger bonus win. 
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Dream Maker 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dream Maker’s endearing characters and fast play will keep you awake! 
Dream Maker features a magical, dreamy theme and an exciting bonus game feature.  The 
Dream Machine symbol substitutes for all symbols except Moon.  All wins with the Dream 
Machine substituting are DOUBLED.  3 or more Moon symbols anywhere pay scatter wins and 
also trigger the DREAM MAKER BONUS feature.  During the feature, players are awarded 15 
bonus spins with all wins TRIPLED.  Additional free games may be won within the feature.   
 
 
 
 
 
The Sign of Zodiac 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Sign of Zodiac will bring fortune to you! 
The Sign of the Zodiac features mystical, animated symbols and a high hit frequency.  All wins 
are paid left to right and right to left, and two or more Horoscope symbols anywhere pay scatter 
wins.  3 or more consecutive Zodiac symbols on an active payline trigger the ZODIAC OF 
FORTUNE BONUS, showing 2 concentric rings with credit amounts around them.  The player 
selects one “ring of fortune”.  Both rings spin, and the corresponding credit amount on the 
selected “ring of fortune” is the player’s Zodiac of Fortune Bonus win.  3 of more Horoscope 
symbols anywhere trigger the HOROSCOPE BONUS, where players may choose the bonus win 
type: family & friendship (win in credits), love & emotion (win in free games), or health & fitness 
(spin as long as you win).    
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Babooshka  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Everyone’s favorite dolls appear in Atronic’s new Russian-themed game! 
Cute, animated symbols include the Red, Blue and Green Babooshka dolls, the Balaika, 
Rocking bear and Kremlin.  The Changing Seasons scatter symbol adds excitement to the base 
game, with 3 or more symbols anywhere triggering the changing seasons animation and the 
chance for players to double their scatter win.  The BABOOSHKA BONUS allows players to 
select one of the Babooshkas, from which come smaller Babooshkas that may be selected to 
reveal win amounts. The RED BABOSHKA ROULETTER BONUS gives players the chance to 
participate in Atronic’s own digit feature, where players may create their own bonus amount. 
 
 
Beetlemania 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Join the band in Beetlemania! 
Beetlemania truly shows Atronic’s graphic skill with cute, interactive 3D animated ladybeetle 
band members starring “Betty” the beetle, “Ringo“ the drummer, “Jiminy Hendrix” the guitar 
player, “Barry” the bass player and “Fred” the saxophonist.  A scattered Chord key and wild 
Band symbol add action to the base game; any win with the Band substituting is doubled. 
3, 4 or 5 of the scattered Chord symbols trigger the FREE GAME feature.  15 free games are 
triggered, with all wins during the free games tripled.  Further free games can be won during the 
feature. 
 
 
Typhoon Lagoon     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Babooshka is a brilliant progressive 
game with an innovative “60 ways to 

win the jackpot” 
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Typhoon Lagoon is the perfect game for summer! 
The island survival theme currently so popular is brought to life with the animated “message in a 
bottle”, Fish, Shell, Starfish, “Casty” (the Castaway) and Raft symbols. 
All wins pay left to right or right to left, with the wild Island (3rd reel only) substituting for all 
symbols expect bonus triggers. 
Casty (1st reel only) and Raft (5th reel only) trigger 5 FREE GAMES on special reels.  During the 
bonus spins, Casty and Raft are also wild.  If the trigger is achieved during the bonus spins, the 
PRIZE PACKAGE BONUS is triggered.  5 packages are shown and the player may choose one, 
for a win up to 200 credits times line bet or 20 free games.   
 
 
 
Sphinx II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The game that has lasted the ages is now available in a new version! 
Sphinx II offers an innovative bonus feature and a pioneering concept in payloading to the 
globally successful game Sphinx.  Players will love the new level of interactivity offered in the 
unique win one way/win two ways feature (players may buy right to left and right payloading with 
win two ways activated) and innovative Tutenchamun’s Treasure Bonus.  Digital, stereo sound, 
exceptional graphics and touch screen further add to the playing experience.  Egyptian-themed, 
animated symbols including Tutenchamun (wild), Nefertiti, Anubis, Staff and Fan add to the 
excitement, with 3 or more Scarabs paying scatter wins.   
 Sphinx II has a 3-tiered bonus starting with the REELS OF RA.  The Reels of Ra offers 
exciting wins and the chance to enter the SPHINX CHAMBER bonus or TUTENCHAMUN’S 
TREASURE BONUS (only possible if playing win two ways).  The Sphinx Chamber provides 
thrilling win amounts, and the Tutenchamun Treasure bonus gives players the chance to build 
their own bonus amount with Atronic’s own “digit feature”.  Exciting graphics, a winning theme 
and a new level of interactivity in the base game and features make Sphinx II the start of a new 
era in gaming.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Atronic is pleased to offer an oversized video slot machine like no other! 
The Titan is the industry’s first fully functional oversized video slot, and is compatible 
with all of Atronic’s great games.  It is a fantastic promotion tool, and an effective way of 
capturing interest and dollar play on the casino floor.  The Titan is fully loaded with all the 
great features you expect from a Cashline game including touch screen, multiple game 
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variations, tokenization, TITO, progressive-ready software (meter available in the top box and 
on-screen), and system compatability.   
Look for Atlantica and the progressive Babooshka in the Titan at the G2E, featuring the 
attractive and eye-catching meter in the top glass. 
Never before has big been so profitable! 
 
 
 

 


